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Abstract

This manuscript will see and the expression method of Floral Art & Design which pursues absolute natural beauty which it boils will reach to a today and the reason which is expanded with Mixed Media from the doubt regarding and the appearance background and until currently the development process became accomplished in what kind of expression method and it came it departed.

First, it observes definition of the Mixed Media and the concept expansion regarding the justice and Floral Art & Design which becomes the criticism from inside and outside the Floral Art & Design which extracts the effect where the Mixed Media goes to the Floral Art & Design and an expression quality, and it will examine introduction and formation of a more positive Mixed Media from religious and art historic approach. The religious approach is appearing clearly even from Floral Art & Design of our country and the West and the revaluation of 'Beauty', the instance it leads and the reporter it does. Also there is the use of a more positive Mixed Media to Floral art & Design and the new understanding against the hour limit of the subject matter which is a mode of life feature which the plant subject matter has, it holds the competitive power security of amplification of manifestation and demand market of the spontaneous and originality moulding craving which exuviates from education of the apprentice method. It shares in subject matter, contents and type with the intentional fundamental ground which tries to listen to the relation dissertation and a domestic outside literature data and a work instance of existing it presents.

Expression feature and tendency of Floral art & Design work which applies Mixed Media with the character which will reach with symbol and mould expression and an objection character standard of classification it will let in the objectivity moulding language it will be able to extract from result of intention of the author and the work. It sees the expression and Floral Art & Design where the objection process is freer the character which provides a fresh eye expects becomes.